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Community solar is an innovative new investment model that can provide Americans with
the many benefits of solar energy even if they cannot site a system on their own property
because they are renters, have roofs that are shaded or in disrepair, or they are not able
to finance a solar installation. These barriers are particularly prevalent in less affluent
areas, making community solar a promising way to improve access to renewable energy
in low-income neighborhoods.
This Handbook is intended to help municipalities clearly define and articulate the
project’s objectives and understand the financial, legal, and policy issues they would
need to address to initiate community solar investments in their communities and convey
the resulting benefits to their constituents.
The Handbook identifies three obstacles to success — access to capital, expertise, and
risk-allocation — and includes suggestions on how to overcome these obstacles,
including the potential use of public funds to reduce the project’s cost and public-private
partnerships. This study also includes ideas gleaned from other community solar projects
that appear particularly interesting or innovative. In addition, it offers five possible
deployment models municipalities could use to support, finance, or build a community
solar project in their jurisdictions.
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INTRODUCTION
Currently, the majority of Americans are unable to secure the benefits of solar ownership
because, among other reasons, their rooftops are unsuitable, they are renters or live in multifamily units, or they are unable to afford upfront installation costs or qualify for loans or third
party financing.1 These reasons are particularly prevalent in lower-income communities,
which make up 40 percent of US households but account for less than 5 percent of solar
installations.2
Community solar promises to break
through those barriers by letting
consumers buy or lease a portion of
an off-site solar array or its output with
little or no money down and at prices
below prevailing electricity rates.
The concept, which also goes by the
interchangeable designations of
shared solar and solar gardens, is
growing in popularity. The Solar
Energy Industries Association (SEIA)
reported in March 2017, “[t]he oncenascent community solar market
quadrupled in 2016, playing a key
role in supporting the largest year
ever for the non-residential PV
market.”3 That growth is expected to
continue. According to leading solar
market analyst GTM Research: “[t]he
community solar segment is on the
cusp of becoming a mainstream driver of U.S. solar market growth. Starting in 2017,
community solar is expected to consistently drive 20 to 25 percent of the annual nonresidential PV market and become a half-gigawatt annual market by 2019.”4

This Handbook is intended to help municipalities understand the
financial, legal, and policy related issues they would need to address to
make their own publicly funded investments in community solar and
convey the resulting benefits to their constituents.
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What is Community Solar?
A community solar project functions very much like a rooftop solar project, except that rather
than each beneficiary hosting a solar system on his or her own roof, the panels are installed in
a common location and operate as a single project. While project locations vary
considerably, ranging from a shared rooftop of a multi-family building unit, to a structure over
a parking area, to a ground-mounted installation on otherwise vacant land in the utility’s
service territory, in most cases the power generated is not behind the meter of the benefiting
ratepayer.

How It Works

Source: U.S. Department of Energy SunShot
Initiative

Each beneficiary owns, or has a right to receive, a specified share of the project’s benefits.
The benefits are typically in the form of a credit against the cost of electricity on the
beneficiary’s monthly electric bill, but could include monetary compensation too. The credits
are typically enabled by “net metering” or “value of solar” tariffs (as explained below), which
set the value of the credit. In some jurisdictions, the beneficiary can assign his or her credits
to another of the utility’s customers.

Why Community Solar?
Community solar offers a number of advantages to residential customers over rooftop or
other on-site solar solutions, and can extend the advantages of solar power to the estimated
49 percent of U.S. households that cannot install rooftop solar because they are renters or
live in multi-family units and the 48 percent of businesses that lack sufficient roof space to
host a solar array.5

Community Solar Can Help Low-Income Households

Community solar is also uniquely suited to convey the benefits of solar energy to lowerincome households who might otherwise be unable to access the solar market because they
do not have the credit or capital to invest in their own solar rooftop system. Therefore, it can
be a powerful tool for municipalities interested in promoting local clean energy supplies
while addressing community development and equity issues.
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Community Solar Provides Societal Benefits

By placing solar generation on the distribution
system, community solar also produces multiple
societal benefits, including:
•

Solar is one of the most economical new
sources of electricity, with costs at or near grid
parity. And solar generation costs are expected
to continue to decline significantly over the
next few years, particularly for non-residential
sized projects like a community solar
installation. So, community solar may reduce
energy costs for lower-income families, who
most need the help.

•

Solar can be situated at the location of, or close
to the location where electricity is used, and
therefore does not experience losses
associated with long-distance transmission and
voltage step-down inherent to a centralized
generation system.6

•

Solar is a resource that can deliver electricity
without the emission of greenhouse gases or
use of water and can help a city or region
achieve its renewable energy or carbon
reduction targets.

•

Municipalities may also be interested in how a
shared solar project can serve as a community
building tool that brings together like-minded
people in pursuit of a common end.

Source: Westmill Solar Cooperative

Community Solar Can Provide Additional Cost Savings

In addition, as compared to individually owned rooftop or ground mounted installations that
serve only one customer, a community solar project can deliver added cost-savings and
flexibility. Since community solar projects are sized to meet the needs of multiple users, they
are somewhat larger and therefore can obtain a greater economy of scale, which significantly
reduces installation costs relative to a project’s generation capacity. Moreover, a project can
be located where interconnection costs are lower or where it can deliver a particular service
to the distribution grid, such as voltage support, and therefore increase its value to the
distribution system as a whole and reliability to the area.
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Community Solar Benefits Are Transferable

A project can also be organized to permit each beneficiary’s interest to be transferred
separately from his or her individually owned or leased real estate, allowing the beneficiary to
“take it along” to a new home (although this feature is typically limited to new addresses
within the same utility area) or transfer it to someone else if desired, even while remaining in
the same home. This feature is particularly helpful in lower-income households that are more
impacted by changing economic circumstances or moving addresses.
Community solar models to-date have experimented with a range of subscriber commitment
requirements, from yearlong membership contracts (although they often have no penalty
opt-outs with sufficient notice) to simple month-to-month arrangements. Subscriber
requirements are often dictated by the demands of project financiers who are seeking to
minimize the risk of project revenue shortfalls due to a lack of customers.

Community Solar Can Provide Grid Resilience
In addition, if a solar installation is combined with battery storage or integrated into a
microgrid, it may be able to provide additional reliability and resilience in the area in which it
is interconnected, for example, during periods in which the surrounding electric grid has
incurred an outage. Community solar projects with storage may also be able to realize
additional revenue streams from ancillary or capacity markets, although these opportunities
are currently only available in a few regions and have been subject to considerable
uncertainty.

States Supporting Community Solar

The map below from Shared Renewables HQ7 indicates that, as of July 2017, 14 states and
the District of Columbia have laws or regulations that support community solar. However,
these state policies are in various forms of development and implementation and some are
considerably more supportive and flexible than others. The Database of State Incentives for
Renewables & Efficiency, www.dsireusa.org, is an excellent resource for identifying state
programs that may help advance your project. Since U.S. solar is primarily regulated at the
state level, there is little role for federal policies or regulators, although there are some
legislative proposals to allow federal tax incentives to unambiguously apply to community
solar projects.
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State Community Solar Polices

Source: www.sharedrenewables.org

Scope of this Handbook
A municipality seeking to develop community solar has a complex task ahead. This guide
provides a blueprint to think through development of the project, with emphasis on decision
points that could reduce project costs or harness resources that are uniquely available to
help serve lower-income constituents.
This Handbook identifies three obstacles to success — access to capital, expertise, and riskallocation — and includes suggestions on how to overcome these obstacles. Throughout, we
have also included ideas gleaned from other community solar projects that appear
particularly interesting or innovative.
This Handbook is not meant to be a complete guide to community solar projects in general.
There are numerous excellent references that already meet that need.8 Rather it is intended
to look specifically at how a municipality or other governmental body can make community
solar more accessible to lower-income residents. 9 There are a number of additional
resources available online like the U.S. Energy Department sponsored Community Solar
Hub10 where municipalities can learn more about projects in their region or how other
pioneering community solar projects were designed and implemented.
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FRAMEWORK CONSIDERATIONS: PROJECT SCOPING
Before initiating a community solar project, it is essential that planners and advocates be able
to clearly define and articulate the project’s objectives.
While solar, in general, and community solar, in particular, can offer a multitude of benefits,
not every project will fully deliver all conceivable benefits, and in some cases compromises or
trade-offs will be necessary. Therefore, it is helpful to carefully consider and prioritize the
project objectives and let those objectives shape the project structure. Reaching consensus
around the goals and objectives of any municipal sponsored project will also help ensure the
project is a good fit for the community in which it is built.
In order to assist the planners and advocates of a proposed community solar project, this
section reviews a number of key issues that should to be considered to properly scope and
design a project that benefits the targeted community. It is also important to reach out early
during the scoping phase to critical stakeholders, such as the local utility and community
groups, who may have valuable resources or information to share. Support from such
stakeholders may bring down the cost of the project or facilitate its ability to achieve critical
milestones such as site approval.

Delivering Benefits to Low-Income Customers
In keeping with the purpose of this Handbook, a presumptive objective of the project is to
generate benefits that will flow to low-income residents. These low-income recipients are
referred to throughout the Handbook as the
project’s beneficiaries. Although serving these
DEFINING LOW-INCOME
beneficiaries seems to be an obvious objective, it is
The terms “low-income” or “lower-income” are used loosely
best to articulate all assumptions so that all
in this report to describe individuals or households whose
stakeholders have a common understanding. Thus,
recurrent income streams are below certain thresholds
the project planners should clearly identify the
relative to their local cost of living. One commonly used
proposed beneficiaries, the nature of the benefits
criterion is based on the Low-Income Home Energy
to be provided, and the timeframe over which they
Assistance Program (LIHEAP) statute, in which the income
are to be delivered, as further elucidated below.
eligibility threshold is set at the greater of 150 percent of
It is also important to consider how the benefits will
flow to the beneficiaries. For example, is a direct bill
credit available? Or, if the intended beneficiaries
are residents of leased housing who do not receive
individual bills, perhaps because they live in a
master-metered building or are receiving
government or utility rate subsidies11, will benefits
provided to a housing authority or landlord satisfy
the program goals? And if so, how will the benefits

the federal poverty guidelines or 60 percent of the state
median income. However, different jurisdictions use a
variety of metrics that can vary by region or even individual
program design. For example, Colorado’s Solar Garden
legislation says individuals that qualify for the Colorado
Low-Income Energy Assistance Program, as certified by the
Colorado Department of Human Services, are eligible to be
low-income solar garden subscribers. Other jurisdictions
peg eligibility to households with incomes that are 60 or
80 percent of the Average Median Income (AMI).
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of the lower electric bills be passed through to the intended beneficiaries, for example, as a
credit against their rental costs?12 If the project is intended to operate for the benefit of a mix
of lower-income beneficiaries and others, for example, an entity that can enhance the credit
profile of the project, that decision should also be clearly articulated at the onset of the effort.

Benefit Distribution Decisions
For the purposes of this Handbook, the project benefits are assumed to include on-bill net
energy metering credits issued by the utility that receives the project’s energy output.13
Assuming the jurisdiction’s community solar project regulations allow these credits to be
freely assigned to any customer of that utility (as is possible in the District of Columbia), these
credits can be distributed directly to specific low-income customers who are served by the
utility to reduce their bills. In many jurisdictions, the ability to assign the credits from a project
to a customer who is not directly connected to the project is referred to as “virtual net
metering.”
Alternatively, the credits can be monetized, with some or all of the funds being distributed to
low-income people as cash dividends or other tangible financial benefit such as subsidized
rent, regardless of their status as utility customers. The project may be able to generate other
financial benefits too, including funds from sale of the renewable energy credits (“RECs”)
associated with its output. Depending on the degree to which these benefits are needed to
offset project costs, they may also generate value for distribution to the project beneficiaries.
Planners must determine the nature and amount of the benefits that can be received from the
project, as well as consider all the implications of the form of benefit that they choose. For
example, local regulations or tariffs may place limits on how the on-bill net energy metering
credits may be used, and cash benefits might be viewed as income, which may affect the
recipient’s eligibility for other assistance or create a tax liability. Identifying such implications
early during the planning phase allows them to be fully evaluated and addressed.

Financially Active Beneficiaries
Depending on the model chosen for the
project, the beneficiaries could be active
financial participants in the project, either as coowners who make a contribution up front and
“own” a portion of the project, or as pay-as-yougo participants (e.g., paying a portion of a solar
lease payment in exchange for the value of the
solar generated) during the period of their
participation.
The beneficiaries’ active financial participation
has powerful advantages in addition to
facilitating the economic feasibility of the
Source: Planet Forward and GW Solar Institute
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project. By actively electing to participate, the beneficiary becomes aware of how solar
technology can contribute to sustainability and is empowered to assist. However, as
referenced above, depending on the composition of the beneficiary class, financial
participation may not be feasible, or may be limited and require supplemental resources. For
a household living paycheck to paycheck, an upfront capital expenditure of even a few
hundred dollars can be insurmountable.
Further, participation that requires a financial contribution may also carry with it certain
financial risks, for example, if the amount of on-bill credit is reduced below expected
amounts or the project does not perform as expected, then the payback period will be
extended.14 For this reason, consideration must be given to whether there will be a guarantor
or some other protection that limits financially active beneficiaries’ risks.

Financially Passive Beneficiaries
Beneficiaries can also be passive participants.
Under this model all project costs are
handled by an entity other than the financial
beneficiaries, such as the municipality or a
charitable organization.
While this structure does not convey the
same educational or empowerment benefit
of active financial participation, it would be
appropriate where the beneficiaries do not
have the financial capability to participate or
in cases in which the beneficiaries are
expected to be replaced from time to time
(e.g., based on their eligibility for the
program or when they move from a specific
location).

PASSIVE BENEFICIARY CASE STUDY
One example of financially passive beneficiaries can be found in the
District of Columbia, where the law firm of Nixon Peabody pioneered a
community solar model that created a multi-building solar generation
facility on the rooftops of leased buildings. Nixon Peabody donates the
value of the resulting electricity to two low-income properties in a
disadvantaged neighborhood several miles from the downtown
installations. In real numbers, the 182-kilowatt installation generates
electricity worth $25,000 a year, which translates to approximately $20
per month for 110 residents, a meaningful sum for beneficiaries earning
less than 30 percent of average median income. Installing the arrays on
three tall buildings in a dense urban area cost almost $800,000.

Governance Responsibility
A decision must be made about how to
manage the project. Administrative
responsibility, financial participation and the
allocations of costs, benefits (including tax
benefits), and risks will be driving factors in
defining the appropriate organizational
structure for the projects.
Any entity with a financial stake in the project
will likely want an active role in administration

Source: Nixon Peabody

Nixon Peabody secured a loan and tax equity to cover almost threefourths of projects costs, with SREC sale revenues covering expenses and
future debt service. Grants from the District of Columbia and the law firm
covered the remaining $200,000 of project costs. Jeff Lesk and Herb
Stevens, the Nixon Peabody partners driving this innovative project also
took no developer fees and provided all necessary legal work pro bono.
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and management, but it may also be appropriate to give beneficiaries who are not financially
active a role in administration and management, to ensure their continued interest and
engagement and to assure the project is continuing to serve the interests of the community.
The local utility may also be able to provide assistance, including by using its existing systems
for program management.

Grid Benefits

A community solar project may be sited in a manner that strengthens the local distribution
and/or transmission network and improves power quality. For example, these projects can
alleviate congestion that stresses transformers and electric power lines and causes power
outages. This is particularly useful if electric energy storage is included, by reducing surges,
sags, and transients.
In some cases, the addition of the project may stress the distribution or transmission network.
This aspect has multiple implications that require consideration, including:

Project Siting and Interconnection Costs
Interconnection costs, to connect the project to the grid, can be a very significant part
of the total costs of the project. The costs vary widely, and are influenced by multiple
factors, but could be in the tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of dollar.15 In
general, a project that adds stress to the grid will likely incur costs to reinforce or
upgrade the surrounding network at the time it seeks to interconnect. Alternatively, a
project that is sited to improve the quality of the grid will likely have lower
interconnection costs and/or it may help defer upgrade costs that the utility would
otherwise incur (thereby helping to keep costs lower for others). Other factors, such as
the nature of the other nearby uses of the grid, may affect the cost as well.16
Close consultation with the local utility will be needed to determine the optimal
location. Some state commissions are working with their distribution utilities to make
such information more readily available to entities that wish to connect projects to the
distribution grid. The benefits of choosing the location with the lowest interconnection
costs will need to be weighed against other issues, such as the availability and cost of
an appropriate site and the reliability and resiliency concerns discussed below.

Grid Reliability

A community solar project may enhance the reliability of the local grid by reducing
stresses on the grid and improving the power quality, as discussed above, thereby
reducing the risk of localized outages. A project that delivers reliability benefits to the
local community may be particularly well-suited for a lower-income neighborhood
where reliability is an issue, since some lower-income residents are dependent on
continuous electrical service for medical needs (such as respirators and charging
The George Washington University | October 2017 | 9

electric wheelchairs) and may have fewer alternative resources than more prosperous
residents.
Further, improved reliability also benefits businesses serving these neighborhoods
and therefore the micro-economy of the neighborhood. As discussed above, close
consultation with the local distribution grid operator will be essential to identify
potentially optimal locations and may dictate project siting as well as which
communities could disproportionately benefit from a community solar installation.

Grid Resiliency
If tied into a microgrid with storage and appropriate controls, a community solar
project can be configured to automatically island during a grid outage. If the project is
intended to continue to operate during an outage of the larger grid (which often
happens in conjunction with severe weather events that leave residents without
essential services), consideration must be given to which loads will be directly
connected and supported during the outage. These might include, for example, an
emergency shelter, a grocery store, a hospital or urgent care center, and first
responders.
The concept of integrating the community solar project into a microgrid would need
to be considered very carefully, since creating a project with these capabilities would
be more complex and costly. For example, regulatory codes may not explicitly
contemplate microgrids, creating uncertainty as to the rights and responsibilities of
the microgrid owner, or place restrictions on their ability to serve multiple customers.
An advanced microgrid can deliver substantial benefits to the surrounding grid as well
as its interconnected customers, but its advanced control system is costly. And any
microgrid that is expected to provide continuous and extended operations during an
emergency will need energy storage and/or additional sources of generation in
addition to the solar project, which will add to the cost and complexity.

Source: Idaho National Laboratory
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However, some of the enhanced benefits of integrating the solar project into a
microgrid may result in longer term cost savings. For example, a community solarenhanced microgrid might provide continuous power to housing for residents with
medical needs, allowing them to shelter in place during an emergency and avoid
emergency evacuation costs. Other benefits may be monetized, creating additional
sources of revenue. For instance, a microgrid that can aid in grid recovery might be
able to obtain compensation from the local grid operator for agreeing to provide that
service.
The directly connected entities that would be supported during a grid outage might
contribute to the cost of a community solar-enhanced microgrid, too. For example, a
grocery store could benefit from the microgrid by being able to operate during grid
outages and avoid expensive losses due to a lack of refrigeration and food spoilage. It
would also receive revenue from its continued operation during the outage.
Therefore, it could be reasonably asked to help offset the additional cost of the
microgrid, as well as pay for its share of the community solar project and for any
additional power received from the project during the outage. Even if not directly
connected, beneficiaries and their neighbors would share in this resiliency benefit by
having access to these emergency services in their neighborhood.

Sale of Renewable Energy Credits
Each megawatt-hour of power generated from a community solar project can be tagged with
a solar renewable energy credit (“REC” or “SREC”), which in some states can become a
significant source of additional revenue or project financing.
There are a number of different entities with which the project may register and which will
track the SRECs associated with that project. These entities assign each SREC a unique
identifier in order to track it, enabling the SRECs to be bought and sold, or retired. The
beneficiary of the electric billing credits may also own the associated SRECs and therefore
the right to monetize them. In other cases, ownership of the SRECs may accrue to another
party, such as the owner/lessor of the panels or the utility that provides the billing credits in a
net metering program. 17
It should be noted that while SRECs can in some
circumstances greatly improve project economics,
SREC values can be quite volatile due to changing
supply levels and regulatory changes. Project
developers can reduce this price risk by
contracting to sell future SRECs from the project
upfront, typically by locking in a fixed price for all
SRECs generated over the first three or five years
of a project or by committing to turn over all future
SRECs for a single lump sum annuity.

Source: U.S. Department of Energy
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Project Sustainability Goals
While solar energy is “green,” sale of the SRECs associated with the project’s generation
allow the new holder of the SREC to claim the “green” attribute in lieu of the original owner.
This may enable the generation of additional “brown” power, which arguably diminishes the
contribution of the project to the reduction of greenhouse gases.18 The Federal Trade
Commission has issued guidance that confirms that “marketers who generate renewable
energy – say, by using solar panels – but sell RECs for all the renewable energy they generate
shouldn’t claim they “use”
renewable energy.”19 Thus, if
sustainability is a central goal,
then retiring the Renewable
Energy Credits (or selling them
to an entity willing to do so)
may be preferred. Doing so,
however, eliminates a potential
revenue source, that might
otherwise be used to offset
project costs or increase the
benefits generated by the
project.
Source: Energy Information Administration

Education Contribution
Locating the project where it is visible provides an opportunity to educate nearby residents
about solar power. Thus, a ground-mounted project or one located on a visible rooftop in a
trafficked area like a local park would provide more opportunities for education than one
hidden on the top of a high-rise building.
The educational value can be enhanced by providing information about the project’s
operations through a building dashboard that displays a project’s output and savings or by
offering periodic tours. Anecdotal evidence also suggests that community solar subscribers
feel a stronger connection to an installation that they can view regularly and is sited near or
within their neighborhood.

Project Security
The project may require the installation of security controls, such as fencing or surveillance
cameras. Zoning or other restrictions, the project’s insurer’s requirements, and the concerns
of neighboring property owners are all matters for consideration. Some sites may also
require 24-hour site security during installation (for staging materials) that can materially
increase project costs as compared to a secure project site. In some cases, concerns with
security, aesthetics or costs will require siting the project where it is least visible or accessible.
This limits the educational value of the project, although inclusion of a dashboard or periodic
tours, as set forth above, can ameliorate that loss.
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Stability of Project Generation
Whether a project generates value in excess of its costs depends on the level of the costs, the
amount or quantity of energy or other products produced and the price or value received for
those products. Warranties, lease terms with minimum production guarantees, and similar
measures from the supplier can help assure the panels produce as expected. This will add
stability for the beneficiaries and project sponsors because they can depend on the panels
producing the amount of energy or other products expected.
Similarly, professional project management with regular monitoring and maintenance can
enhance long-term performance. There may be a cost, however, to obtaining this assurance.
Thus, cost versus the assumption of production risk needs to be assessed and considered.

Stability of Project Economics

The value of the net energy metering credits received for the products generated are
typically determined by a regulatory body, and because policies and markets can change,
the project necessarily carries price risk. While costs may be largely locked-in by the time the
project is complete, price risk remains for the duration of the project. A long-term
commitment from the off-taker of the electric products, if available, can help mitigate this risk.
Similarly, an advance sale of the SRECs or other hedging strategies can help reduce project
value risk. However, the price received from an advance sale is discounted for price
uncertainty and the time-value of money, so the project may be foregoing a potentially moreprofitable future revenue stream in exchange for locking in price certainty now. Program
designers must assess the risk tolerance and structure the project accordingly.

KEY TAKEAWAY

Understand that there are
many variations on what a
community solar project is
and can do. Clearly articulate
your project’s goals, with
awareness of what benefits
can and cannot be achieved.
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FRAMEWORK CONSIDERATIONS: LEGAL AND
REGULATORY
Solar deployment rates are heavily correlated with supportive state-level legal and regulatory
policies. One clear indication is that around two-thirds of the solar generation capacity added
in 2016 occurred in the five states with leading state-level policies.20 While some of the top
solar states are those with the best solar potential, other leading states like New Jersey and
Massachusetts have relatively poorer solar resources and higher population densities limiting
available space for solar systems. The common factor is that all of them have enacted policies
that facilitate access and reduce the cost of installing solar on rooftops.
This section provides an overview of the key policies to take into account when scoping a
community solar system because they can have an inordinate impact on project economics
and feasibility.

Net Metering
The economic structure and financial viability and benefit of a community solar project often
rests on net metering or virtual net metering. Net metering (sometimes called “net energy
metering” or NEM) allows a utility’s customer to receive a credit for the amount of power
generated by the customer’s solar project and delivered to the utility. When power in excess
of the beneficiaries’ immediate needs is generated, it is delivered to the utility and the utility
in effect “stores” it such that the beneficiaries get retail rate compensation or credit for what
they generated at another point in time, when their use of electricity is less than what the
project is generating.21
If a customer were to install solar panels on his or her roof, the project and the customer’s
electric-consuming loads would likely share the same meter. But, in order for a community
solar project to function economically, it is essential that the net metering policy allow the
solar project to deliver power into the grid at a point (“Point A”) that is, at a point separate
from the point where the beneficiaries’ usage is metered. This is sometimes called virtual net
metering.
The credits accumulated by the project from the local utility for delivering the power into the
grid at Point A can then be distributed to each of the project’s beneficiaries, regardless of
whether they consume the solar power themselves. Note, for purposes of this discussion, “net
metering” is used to refer generically to programs under which beneficiaries of a project
receive a credit. Some utilities, such as the one that serves Washington, D.C., maintain a
definitional distinction between a “net metering” program that serves individuals and a
“community energy renewable facility” program which serves multiple beneficiaries, for
example, with community solar.
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Individual entities subscribe to
enough solar to cover some or all of
their approximate annual electric usage

Source: Clean Energy Resources Team, Minnesota
Net metering policies vary by state and sometimes by utility. Although the Interstate
Renewable Energy Council has set forth proposed model rules for community solar22, there is
no mandate for consistency across states or even to have such rules at all. Indeed, some
states that permit net metering for projects that are sited on the beneficiary’s own property
may not have provided for community solar net metering and some projects have gone
forward without laws or regulations specific to community solar.
Where community solar laws exist, they may include important limitations, such as a minimum
number of participants or a maximum size limitation. And it may also be the case that there is
a significant difference in the amount of the credit allowed for energy generated by a
customer’s privately owned project on his or her own property and the credit allowed for
energy generated by a community solar project. In most jurisdictions, community solar
projects are currently receiving retail rate compensation, which makes them considerably
more economically viable than a typical larger solar installation that would only receive
wholesale rates for the power it generates.
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Value of Solar Proposals
Another important trend to be aware of is the growing number of proposals to replace net
metering with a tariff-based “value of solar” (VoS) payment structure. The basic concept
behind VoS is that utilities should pay a market-based price for distributed solar energy
based on the net value of a comprehensive set of costs and benefits that solar energy
generation provides both the utility and society. These costs and benefits typically include
values beyond just the electricity produced, like avoiding the need to build additional power
plant capacity to meet peak power demands, avoiding the need to build additional
transmission lines, the cost of integrating intermittent supply sources into the larger grid, and
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
Generally, the concept of VoS has proven controversial, particularly among solar advocates
who fear the resulting rate structure will prove less favorable than existing net metering
policies. However, when Minnesota implemented its rules, the first state in the nation to do
so, its VoS rate actually exceeded the retail rate, due to the inclusion of an adder for avoided
greenhouse gases.23 Similarly, a comprehensive VoS study released by the Office of the
People’s Counsel for the District of Columbia in April 2017 considered over three dozen
values associated with solar generation and calculated that the societal total value for
Washington, D.C. rooftop solar should be 19.4 cents per kilowatt, considerably higher than
the current retail price for electricity that solar system owners receive for selling their excess
electricity to the grid.24

Source: Synapse Energy Economics
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The chart above from that study shows how while the value of the electricity generated by
solar is only worth $53 per megawatt hour (the equivalent of 5.3 cents per kilowatt), including
the many other financial benefits of solar brings the total value of Washington, D.C. solar to
19.4 cents per kilowatt. Interestingly, the study also found that while there were other costs
and benefits associated with solar, their financial value was negligible and therefore not
included. Inclusion of these factors could make a VoS tariff more valuable to the community
solar project’s beneficiaries.
Massachusetts and New York are also moving in this direction. Under a plan being
considered in Massachusetts, the basic payment structure could be enhanced with “adders”
including for community shared solar, low-income community shared solar, solar serving
lower-income properties, and for siting projects on landfills/brownfields.25 New York is
implementing a Value of Distributed Energy Resource payment that includes factors to reflect
the location at which the power is injected into the grid along with adders to reflect the
avoided losses and other distribution benefits and an environmental factor.26 Whether this
will be more beneficial to distributed solar providers in New York or leave them worse off as
compared to the net metering program it replaces remains to be seen.
The parameters for a net metering program or VoS tariff can be set by legislation or a
regulatory body. Active involvement in proceedings to establish or change these programs
can help assure that the programs are structured to meet the needs of lower-income
customers.

Power Purchase Agreements
An alternative means to generate revenue from a project could be a sale of some or all of the
power to the interconnected utility, to a power marketer, or to the beneficiaries or one or
more other consumers through a contractual arrangement with the owner of the community
solar project.
Such contracts are called Power Purchase and Sale Agreements (often referred to as “PPAs”).
Unlike the value of a net metering credit that can be changed by the utility with the approval
of its regulator, the price, terms, and conditions of a sale under a PPA (including conditions
under which the price might change) bind the parties. Disputes arising under a PPA are
typically settled through arbitration or adjudicated in a court.
Any specific proposal needs to be carefully vetted under the applicable laws.

On its surface, a PPA is a valuable asset because it provides a better level of security and
stability than net metering and it produces cash— that can be put to any use — rather than
credits on an electric bill. However, structuring a project to utilize a PPA rather than a net
metering or community solar tariff is much more complex, in part because net metering
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programs have been designed to avoid many legal and administrative complexities.
Introducing a PPA into the project structure changes some of the fundamental assumptions.
While it is conceptually possible that a private entity that develops a project under a publicprivate partnership may wish to monetize a portion of the project through use of a PPA,
doing so could have consequences affecting the eligibility of the remainder of the project for
a net metering program, the characterization of the project for tax purposes, and the status of
the project owners under federal and state law, including in some cases the governmental
entity that has authority to regulate the sale.27
The diversity of possible configurations makes it difficult to analyze in a general way, and so
for purposes of this Handbook, the focus will be on structures that utilize net metering rather
than PPAs.

Other Considerations

Another key legal consideration is compliance with securities laws. Soliciting people or
organizations to invest in a community solar project could be deemed an offering of stock.
There are means to avoid becoming subject to securities regulations, which will be important
to reducing the costs of establishing and maintaining the organization that owns the
project.28
The project must also be aware of zoning laws, local building codes, and similar laws that
would be applicable to any construction project.

KEY TAKEAWAY
Exploring applicable regulatory
frameworks and the interconnecting
utility’s tariffs at the outset is critical to
determining the available crediting
mechanism and any operative project
barriers or criteria that must be met.
Further, legal advice should be
sought to assure compliance with all
applicable laws.
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FRAMEWORK CONSIDERATIONS: BUSINESS AND
ORGANIZATIONAL
Once the project goals are determined, many additional matters still remain to be decided.
These include selecting the project financing model, the beneficiaries, the site, and
structuring the project economics, including equity and debt capital.29 Keep in mind that all
of these elements are interrelated. Changing one may affect the others.

Know Your Costs

Each project needs a comprehensive plan and budget that is specific to that project. The
costs include far more than panels. For example, land costs are obviously a substantial line
item that will vary by location. But even if a site is donated, this item cannot be overlooked
since land preparation costs also can be significant. Further, project costs are interrelated.
For example, the site chosen may affect the type of mounting system to be used, and
therefore its cost, as well as interconnection costs. Soft costs such as legal fees, insurance,
and administrative costs must also be considered. Thus, not only must the budget be
developed at the outset, but it must be periodically updated during the development
process as assumptions used in creating it change.

Financial and Tax Considerations
The financial structure is of key importance. Funds are needed to acquire a site and construct
the project. These funds could come from the beneficiaries themselves or others, including
government funds or foundations.
Tax incentives could help reduce the cost of equity but for any project that is expected to
generate tax credits, it is necessary to have financial participants with sufficient “tax appetite.”
Since municipalities, other governmental entities, and non-profit organizations do not pay
taxes there is value in working with an equity participant with taxable income who can
monetize these tax credits for the benefit of the project. (See discussion in Appendices.)
A portion of the funds may be borrowed, in which case it is necessary to consider who would
lend to the project (e.g., a green bank) and whether there are mechanisms to reduce the cost
of that debt (e.g., loan guarantees). Practically speaking, the project will likely be funded with
a mix of equity and debt.
As the project operates it will generate benefits. Some of these benefits may need to be
monetized to pay for on-going maintenance and operations, and the remainder distributed
with appropriate amounts applied to the repayment of debt and divided among the equity
contributors and other intended beneficiaries. If some of the equity was sourced from grants
or charitable contributions, and thus those equity contributors do not require a share of the
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benefits, then a greater portion of the benefits can be distributed wholly to the other
beneficiaries such as the low-income ratepayers.

Challenges Serving Lower-Income Residents
Structuring a project in which lower-income residents hold an equity stake carries special
challenges. Even if potential beneficiaries are found who can make a direct investment,
additional support may be needed from one or more non-beneficiaries, either for direct
funding or to enhance the creditworthiness of the project. If cash is required, then additional
equity or debt providers must be brought in, and the project structured to produce and
deliver the return they require for their participation. Thus, careful consideration must be
given to the business model.

Revenue

Revenues from
kilowatts, RECs,
and incentives

Costs

Loan repayment,
site lease, and
maintenance

Benefits

Distributed to
equity holders
and subscribers

Selecting the Beneficiaries
Determining an efficient and equitable way to distribute the benefits generated by a
community solar project is essential to the success of any effort that has the goal of helping
low-income households. As discussed previously, the wealth generated by a solar installation
can be transferred either by crediting the electricity generated against electricity consumed
by a beneficiary, usually on their monthly electricity bill, or by a more direct method such as a
cash dividend or a reduced rent payment.
Program designers also need to make determinations on the number of beneficiaries, how
they are selected, and the level of financial support that will be provided. This can be a
challenging task which will necessitate picking winners and losers and may require the input
and perhaps signoff of community leaders, local stakeholders, and elected officials.
In most cases, it will be easier to establish a cohort of beneficiaries for an onsite community
solar project, such as a rooftop array on a multifamily housing unit, since the resulting
benefits will likely be divided among unit residents and perhaps the property owner. Offsite
projects can be more challenging because decisions need to be made as to who benefits
from a project that will realistically only be able to serve a few dozen or hundred low-income
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households out of an eligible pool of thousands or tens of thousands. Some successful
models transfer all the benefits to a particularly needy housing unit or rely on a first-come,
first-served membership list. Colorado’s community solar law requires that at least five
percent of the subscribers to any project need to be low-income.30
The amount or level of benefits going to each individual or household also needs to be
determined. Will the resulting benefits provide participating households with relief from all of
their monthly electricity bills, or some predetermined portion of a monthly bill? How long will
these benefits be guaranteed: for, a season, a year, or as long as that person lives at the
address correlating with the benefit? If an offsite project is transferring benefits to low-income
residents with a dividend, should each eligible household receive the same amount of cash
at the same frequency regardless of number of residents and household income?
There will always be a tradeoff between the number of beneficiaries and the amount of
benefit available for each which will require some value judgments based on the goals of the
program, the amount of benefits generated by a project (which can also vary in both the
short- and long-term), and the administrative costs of issuing those benefits.

Sources of Funding and Ownership
The funding of a community solar project will depend on the way the ownership structure is
set up. Not all financing options are available under all structures. Consider the various
stakeholders that the project may have. The parties that might be involved in setting up the
project are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Low-income community members
Corporate partners
Private investors
Property owners
Local governments
State governments
Non-profit or not-for-profit non-governmental organizations

Potential stakeholders may elect to organize into partnerships, LLCs, or corporations for the
purposes of development, ownership and operation.31 The organizational structure selected,
as well as the contractual arrangements the stakeholders enter into with one another, will
determine how the costs, benefits and risks are allocated, and can assure that the tax benefits
and subsidies (federal, state, and local government) available to the project are used to
maximum effect.
There are opportunities to decrease the capital required for the project just by choosing the
right ownership structure because some potential participants are themselves potential
sources of capital while others can help get access to subsidies and tax credits, grants, or
loan guarantees offered by different levels of government.
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Options such as bank loans may also be available but require investors with good credit
ratings. Potential sources of equity capital include:
‘

1) Private investors
2) Corporations
3) Community funding (including from local charitable organizations that may
contribute cash or goods or services) or crowd-funded
4) Foundations32
5) Government appropriations or competitive grants
Note that the latter sources listed may or may not require a return on their money, but may
include conditions for their use that limit their availability or applicability. Potential sources of
debt capital could include:
1) Loans from traditional financial institutions
2) Green Banks or other government-sponsored loan programs
3) Municipal bond financing, including Clean Energy Renewable Bonds
4) Property owners where solar is installed
More complex forms of investment could include sale-leaseback models or various types of
“flip structures” that are designed to allocate potential tax benefits the project may be
entitled to receive to investors who can monetize them. Selecting business partners with a
“tax appetite” can be critical because not all potential investors can take advantage of these
tax incentives, which can be crucial to the economics of any solar project.
The biggest hurdle that needs to be overcome to apply traditional financing mechanisms is
finding a creditworthy counterparty. From interviews with financial service providers, it is
apparent that community solar is still a nascent market and there are few established or
standardized financing models. Financial institutions can be approached to provide funds for
the project, but they will be looking for key, traditional features to mitigate the risk.33
A governmental entity may be able to mitigate project risk by acting as the primary borrower
or as a guarantor for less credit-worthy beneficiaries to stand behind. This type of support
would be particularly important if there are financially passive beneficiaries, as they would not
be expected to make any direct financial contribution.
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A municipality that is in the position of being able to make loan guarantees in the event the
project fails to generate the revenue needed for loan repayment would help overcome this
hurdle. Green banks can also be used. These financial institutions are already present in
states such as Connecticut and New York.34 These institutions can provide loans with a lower
financing cost as compared to private
banks and thus can be leveraged as the
principal funder for the project.
IDEA BOARD: CORE COST REDUCTION
The quality of the panels to be used,
the supplier’s operating performance
experience and warranties, the
experience and reputation of the
construction contractor, the security of
the site location and its suitability for
the project, and similar issues will all be
of concern to any lender.
Experience of the development team
and the engineering, procurement, and
construction contractor can be another
hurdle. Engaging an experienced
company with a solid installation track
record to develop the project and
handle the operations and
administration of the project could be
seen as a positive attribute by potential
lenders. However, hiring professionals,
rather than relying on volunteer labor
(e.g., the beneficiaries) or an
inexperienced project owner for some
of the services will add an operational
cost, so the costs and benefits of each
approach should be measured.

The legal and financial advice needed to set up an appropriate entity to
own and manage the project and the contracts needed to distribute the
costs and benefits can be costly. These costs could overwhelm the
economics of a small project.
Some companies have developed models that are replicable, allowing
them to create multiple projects and assist others in cutting through
the red tape. A municipality could partner with a company that has
developed the necessary expertise, or it could fund the cost of building
out a replicable legal and financial model appropriate for its
jurisdiction and objectives, with all necessary documentation, such that
the model could be readily applied to multiple projects.
To create a workable model, the municipality might fund these
activities for a project in development, in exchange for the rights to
replicate the documentation, or solicit pro bono assistance from a local
bar association.
Creating a replicable model can facilitate financing as well. Given the
small size of solar projects, lenders have a higher degree of interest in
funding a group of projects, or at least a prospective pipeline of
projects, rather than a one-off project. Once a lender has become
familiar with the model, it can more readily assess the unique aspects
of any particular project based on that model, and therefore would be
more interested in lending.

Reducing the portion of the funding
that comes from debt also makes a
project more attractive. As an analogy,
a home mortgage can be more easily secured with a higher down payment. Similarly, a
lender may be more interested in a community solar project that is seeking funding for 50
percent of the cost rather than 80 percent. Since the lender will require a first lien on the
project, it will be better assured of recovering its investment when less of its money is at risk,
relative to the total value of the project.
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To reduce borrowing needs, the potential project developers may look for sources of equity
capital from entities that are not seeking a return on investment (e.g., grant funding from a
foundation or governmental entity) or at least not seeking a market-rate return on equity.
Some of the potential governmental programs that can provide capital or be used to reduce
project costs are discussed below.

KEY TAKEAWAY

Organizational and financial
structures are dependent, in
part, on the participants and
goals. Finding an appropriate
model requires considerable
deliberation, in conjunction with
sound and jurisdiction-specific
legal and financial advice.
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PATHWAYS TO SUCCESS
Obstacles to Success
There are three particular barriers that must be addressed to bring community solar to lowerincome communities. Assistance is needed to fund the project, technical and management
expertise is needed for development and operation of the project, and provisions are
needed to deflect financial risks from the low-income beneficiaries to entities better able to
manage and withstand them.

Obstacle: Access to Capital
A key obstacle, to state the obvious, is that low-income customers are less able to access
solar energy due to their limited financial resources. Providing ready cash or borrowed cash
are likely beyond their means and even committing to a “pay-as-you-go” structure under an
arrangement similar to a lease would generally require a favorable credit score and the
capacity to continue to make payments, even if the project does not perform as expected.
To overcome the financial hurdle, a municipality can (1) seek means to reduce the cost of the
project; and/or (2) find funding to substitute, or supplement, for the monetary contribution
that would typically be made by the beneficiary of the project. A municipality seeking to
advance low-income participation may have resources available to it that can address either
or both of these objectives, as well as the capacity to tap other governmental or private
resources that may be able to help. These solutions
to this obstacle are discussed below, under the
IDEA BOARD: PRE-DEVELOPMENT
heading “Accessing Capital.”
COST ASSISTANCE

Obstacle: Finding Expertise

Another obstacle is that either the beneficiaries or
someone acting on their behalf must provide or
acquire a certain amount of expertise to coordinate
the development, construction, and on-going
operation and maintenance of the project, as well as
handle administrative matters relating to the project.
This is true of any community solar project, but a
project intended to serve a lower-income community
may have fewer resources with which to address it. As
discussed below, some or all of these services could
be provided by a municipality, sought from the local
utility, or acquired through a third-party in exchange
for a management fee.

Exploring the feasibility of a project and getting it
started also requires funding. Not every attempt to
launch a project will be successful, but a developer
with a large portfolio would expect to recover its costs
over time from the percentage of attempts that
succeed.
However, for entities breaking into this market,
including community groups or other NGOs who
might be willing project sponsors, this funding gap
can be a significant hurdle. Conventional capital is not
available for pre-development costs. [Sanders &
Milford, note 12, at 21]. Municipalities could help fill
this gap with grant funding or direct assistance
programs that provide technical experts and other aid.
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Alternatively, also as discussed below, the project may include an experienced solar
company in its ownership structure who would provide these services in conjunction with an
equity stake in the project.

Obstacle: Ability to Assume Risk
The ability to assume risk is perhaps a less obvious obstacle but of critical importance.
Investment in a community solar project entails some degree of risk. Risks could include the
failure to secure a site, a zoning problem, or an unforeseen construction issue that delays or
derails a project, all of which could put the initial capital invested in the project in jeopardy.
There is also the risk that the project may not perform as expected.
Many experienced solar financiers have also balked at funding community solar projects
until they can be convinced projects will be able to obtain and maintain subscribers.

Some of these risks can be mitigated, for example, with development grants, or warranties on
products or workmanship, but others are unavoidable. For example, depending on climatic
conditions as well as many other factors, such as changes in the crediting mechanism, even a
well-conceived project that is operating properly could experience a longer than anticipated
payback period or different-than-expected cash flow. That could result in the amount of bill
credits generated by the project failing to match the rate at which the project costs must be
repaid. In an extreme case, project revenues may be so uneven that payments must be made
in months in which there are insufficient credits to offset it. 35
Lower-income customers are not
likely to have the financial flexibility to
sustain such risks. Therefore, the
project can be made more viable by
transferring this risk to an entity better
able to manage it, for example, by
diversifying it across multiple projects
or to an organization with the
resources to withstand an uneven
cash flow. The municipality can
provide this type of help or it might
work with the local utility to adjust the
Source: Montgomery County, Maryland
crediting mechanism to better match
the cost repayment schedule. Or, as described below, the
municipality might seek to foster business and organizational structures that would induce a
third-party to assume this downside risk in exchange for the potential to share in the benefits
produced by the project.
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When a municipality considers the organizational and business models that might be applied
to a community solar project, its evaluation and selection should be made in part on the
ability of the selected model to address these latter two risks — expertise and risk-allocation —
to the satisfaction of the municipality.

CASE STUDY: A COMMUNITY SOLAR PROPOSAL FROM CONSOLIDATED EDISON
While this paper focuses on models for low-income solar projects in which a municipality may participate (in varying degrees), some
utilities are also considering offering such programs. Consolidated Edison Company of New York (ConEd) recently received approval
to do so, and comparison of its proposal to the approved program helps illustrate the risk allocation problem.
New York State’s Public Service Commission (PSC) opened a proceeding specifically addressing lower-income residents’ access to
solar as part of its Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) initiative. (Case 14-M-0101, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission in
Regard to Reforming the Energy Vision.) Consistent with its emphasis on market solutions, the PSC encouraged projects developed
under its Community Distributed Generation program to reserve 20 percent of their capacity for low-income customers. Although
distribution companies such as ConEd, which serves a large part of the New York City area, are generally barred from owning
generation, the PSC provided a carve-out to be used if the market fails to meet the needs of lower-income customers.
In October 2016, ConEd proposed a pilot project. It proposed to provide 11 megawatts (“MWs”) of utility-owned community solar
projects to be sited on utility-owned properties, with an initial phase of 3 MWs. In August 2017, the PSC approved the first phase.
(Case 16-E-0622.) ConEd will obtain bids from third parties to develop and construct the projects, which will then be transferred to
ConEd. Beneficiaries will be selected from among customers in its Electric Low Income Affordability Program. If over the term of the
program a beneficiary’s status changes so that it no longer qualifies, after a 6 month period the beneficiary can be replaced.
Financial risk was a significant issue in the proceeding. ConEd expects the cost for the initial 3 MWs to be $9 million before state or
federal tax benefits or incentives. The power generated would be valued at the net metering rate. ConEd proposed to credit the
beneficiaries with the net value between the amount generated and the levelized program costs on a monthly basis. However,
ConEd proposed to guarantee that a beneficiary would never receive a net credit of less than zero in any month by allocating any
losses over its entire customer base.
The guarantee proposal was met with mixed reactions, including concern that ratepayers not involved in the program might be
required to fund it due to the guarantee. Opponents also argued that having ratepayers provide this backstop provides the utility
with a competitive advantage in offering such a program as compared to a private company. Several suggested shareholders should
bear the risk of costs exceeding benefits.
The Commission approved a ratepayer (rather than shareholder) backstop, with modifications. It directed ConEd to acquire the
maximum amount of MWs possible with its proposed budget (which would be capped). ConEd will be required to “bank” a portion
of the credits during net positive months, up to $100,000, to be used to offset costs in months in which the levelized project costs
exceeded the credits. Ratepayers would fund losses in excess of the banked amount, but only to the extent incremental to the
Company’s electric revenue requirement.
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Accessing Capital

One of the key benefits a municipality can bring to the table in these projects is assistance in
securing sources of capital to supplement or fully displace any contribution that would
otherwise be made by the low-income beneficiaries. Such help might be in the form of
capital, loans, or loan guarantees. The municipality might also explore other federal initiatives
that can help support a project, such as providing expertise or labor. Any means by which
costs are reduced or “free” capital or expertise is brought into the project helps to reduce the
risk of the project. If the project would still require additional capital to move forward, its
improved risk profile would be more attractive to potential investors. Thus, this should be a
starting point for development. Some areas that were available as of the time this Handbook
was developed are set forth below.

LIHEAP funds

One possible source of funding for low-income community solar is a federal program called
the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP). LIHEAP is funded at the federal
level and administered at the state level. Whether a household qualifies as low-income
depends on either income eligibility36 or categorical eligibility.37 Recipients of LIHEAP funds
do not incur tax liability for the equivalent income received.
Because LIHEAP is administered at the state level, any allocation of funding for low-income
community solar projects must be established well in advance of a new fiscal year, usually
through a request for proposals (RFP) issued by a state. LIHEAP gives states flexibility in
organizing their plans, allowing them to apply, for example, state tax credits to energy
suppliers, such as utilities, for providing reduced energy rates to low-income households.
Nevertheless, states must conform to the criteria set forth by LIHEAP.
Although there are no explicit prohibitions on using LIHEAP funds for community solar, the
statutory language suggests several limits to its use. However, several states have applied
LIHEAP funds to solar developments. Appendix II provides a more in-depth look at several
possible barriers and constraints, as well as possible ways to overcome them.

HUD Community Solar Funding Programs
The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) encourages the
use of low-cost on-site or local power to meet resident needs. In July 2015, together with the
United States Department of Energy, HUD announced the goal of 300 MW of renewables for
low-and-moderate income housing.38 Accordingly, if the municipality is interested in bringing
community solar to a public housing community, it may have several options that work in
conjunction with other federally assisted housing programs.39
HUD has provided guidance on how solar installations can be accommodated under its
programs. If the installation of on-site utility technologies reduces the utility costs of a Public
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Housing Authority (PHA), the PHA receives a Rate Reduction Incentive (RRI), which is typically
50 percent of the cost savings, in cases where the PHA pays the utility costs.40 In housing
where the residents pay the utilities, the application of the incentive award is less straightforward, but an RRI may still be awarded where the PHA can demonstrate it has made a
special and significant effort to reduce resident utility rates.41
PHAs may also utilize Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) to achieve consumption
reductions. Under an EPC program, “cost savings from reduced energy consumption [is
used] to repay the cost of installing energy conservation measures.”42 That is, the PHA
contracts with an energy services company, and that company bears the upfront costs and
often will guarantee a level of savings.
HUD’s 2014 Notice resolved a conflict between its EPC and RRI programs by allowing the
PHA to retain 100 percent of the savings generated by a combined application of
consumption reducing and rate reducing efforts during the period in which both are in
effect.43
While neither EPC nor RRI are specific to community solar projects, and indeed, the guidance
addresses only on-site solar, the guidance treats the energy generated by the solar project as
a reduction in energy consumption. Where the benefit of the project accrues to the tenants of
the PHA’s rental units, such as in cases in which the residents pay their utility bills, the impact
is that of a community solar project.
There are a variety of other ways in which HUD encourages decreases in utility costs for
buildings and housing projects under its authority that are not specific to community solar
but can still be used for that purpose. These include the Public Housing Operating Fund
Program44 and The Public Housing Capital Fund Program.45 For example, in a “Three-year
Rolling Base [program] utility cost savings from energy conservation are phased out over a
four-year period,” resulting in the housing authority receiving 150 percent of the first year’s
cost savings over the four years.46 If adapted to community solar, the savings could be
applied to loan repayment or otherwise used to reduce project costs that must be funded
from other sources.

Low-Income Housing Tax Credits

These federal tax credits are allocated to agencies in the states and certain other jurisdictions
(such as the District of Columbia, the City of Chicago, and Guam), which determines the plan
for their further allocation to private investors in low-income housing.47 “The tax credit is
calculated as a percentage of costs incurred in developing the affordable housing property,
and is claimed annually over a 10-year period. Project developers can jointly structure
transactions to qualify for solar energy tax credits (energy credits) and low-income housing
tax credits.”48
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Section 108 Loan Guarantee Program

According to HUD, “the Section 108 Loan Guarantee Program (Section 108) provides
communities with a source of financing for economic development, housing rehabilitation,
public facilities, and other physical development projects. This flexibility makes it one of the
most potent and important public investment tools that HUD offers to state and local
governments.”49 This program allows municipalities to convert a percentage of their
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds into federally guaranteed loans to help
fund physical and economic revitalization projects in eligible communities.50 These Section
108 loans can range from $500,000 to $140 million. The flexible repayment terms and low
interest rates of these loans make the Section 108 program an ideal source of capital for
community solar projects.51 Eligible recipients include states, cities, and urban counties
(CDBG recipients), communities that aren’t CDBG recipients that are assisted in their
application by a State that administers the CDBG program, and communities that receive
Small Cities CDBG money.52 “The public entity may be the borrower or it may designate a
public agency as the borrower.”53

PACE Financing
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing is a structure in which states or
municipalities can extend the use of “land-secured financing” to private property owners for
publicly beneficial
improvements in energy,
including for solar
generation, typically on
below-market terms,
secured by the property
and repayable through
property taxes.54 The
program availability,
terms, and project
eligibility vary by state.
For example, in the
District of Columbia, the
repayment period for this
loan can be up to 20
years.55
Whether this type of financing would work for a community solar project would depend on
many factors, including whether the project owner proposing to borrow the funds also owns
the property on which the project is located, and the availability of PACE financing within that
state for such projects. Despite these fact-specific issues, this is certainly an area appropriate
for exploration and, even if not permitted at present, proponents for community solar might
seek to have the regulations governing their PACE program amended.
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National Community Solar Partnership

HUD partnered with the Department of Energy (DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and the Department of Agriculture (USDA) to expand solar access to low and
moderate-income communities. Community solar is a major part of the strategy to increase
access.56 In order to accomplish this goal, the partnership brought together stakeholders
(representatives from solar companies, non-profit organizations, state and community
leaders, and financial institutions) under DOE’s SunShot Initiative to assess hindrances to
solar development in low-income communities and encourage deployment of community
solar in low- and moderate-income communities.57 Municipalities can contact these agencies
to learn the latest on these efforts in order to help navigate the pitfalls of establishing these
projects in low-income communities. This access to information will decrease the amount of
time and resources municipalities must devote to research and due diligence during the
early phases of a project.

Clean Energy Savings For All Initiative
Under the Obama Administration, a partnership between DOE, HUD, USDA, EPA, Health and
Human Services (HHS), and Veteran’s Affairs (VA) was formed to increase access to solar
power and promote energy efficiency with a focus on low- and moderate-income
communities.58 The Clean Energy Savings for All Initiative seeks to promote innovative
financing mechanisms, provide technical assistance for states and communities, encourage
innovation, ramp-up workforce training, bring together stakeholders, and work with the
private and philanthropic sectors to expand the solar footprint.59 Similar to the National
Community Solar Partnership, municipalities could use this as a resource when considering
forging ahead with a community solar project, therefore reducing time and resources on the
front end of projects. Whether this program will continue under the Trump Administration is
not yet clear.

Municipal Bond Financing

Local county governments may issue bonds to raise capital for a solar PV project.
Bondholders are repaid their capital plus interest generated as per the fixed schedule
declared by the local county. The county could use this capital to develop its own projects.
Any municipally owned project, however, would forego the tax benefits available to a forprofit entity, which is a significant consideration.60 Bond repayments are funded through
sales of the electric energy generated or sale of other benefits. A sketch of the model
appears in the diagram below:
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Other Federal Programs

There are many other federal programs that include funds that can be applied to a
community solar project. For example:61
•

•

•

•

•

Weatherization Assistance Program: provides funding to states and non-profits to
upgrade homes to be more energy efficient, including upgrades to make homes
“solar-ready.”
https://energy.gov/eere/wipo/weatherization-assistance-program
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG): Discussed above with 108 Loans, these
grants are also quite flexible and could be used themselves by states to develop solar
projects for communities in need.
https://energy.gov/eere/solarpoweringamerica/federal-resources-community-solar
Rural Energy for America Program: Agricultural producers and rural small businesses
(private projects) can get 25 percent of eligible project costs or a guaranteed loan for
75 percent of the project.
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-energy-america-program-renewable-energy-systems-energy-efficiency
Rural Energy Savings Program: Rural families, small businesses, and rural utilities can
apply for this program, which provides low-interest loans to finance energy projects
like solar.
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-energy-savings-program
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Loan Program: This program provides loans to
finance energy efficiency and conservation projects, e.g., community solar, to rural
utilities (private projects).
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/energy-efficiency-and-conservation-loan-program
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•

Clean Energy for Low Income Communities Accelerator: This is similar to the National
Community Solar Partnership and Clean Energy Savings for All Initiative. Primarily it
provides a structure for bringing new ideas to the table and providing technical
expertise and financing options.
https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/Low_Income_CE_Fact_Sheet_0.pdf

State Environmental Agencies

The development of solar energy can further state environmental goals. Accordingly, state
agencies responsible for the State Implementation Plan (SIP) under the Clean Air Act (CAA)
may have funding available for community solar.62

Other State Incentives

Some state and local governments are already supporting solar installations with SRECs, tax
incentives, direct rebates or other means. They may also have additional funding available
through public benefit funds, economic development funds, or infrastructure funds. These
should all be explored as potential means for funding new projects.
Further, when any of these programs become subject to renewal or reauthorization, a
municipality might become an active participant in determining the program’s effectiveness
at promoting the desired goals and consider whether community solar for low-income
customers might be furthered by program modifications.

Utilizing Brownfields
One of the advantages of community solar is the ability to locate it on a site away from the
beneficiaries’ homes, including on otherwise vacant properties and brownfields. As
explained in a recent report “[Communities] that have suffered decades of population and
job losses, as well as those especially hard hit by the Great Recession, are struggling with
high numbers of vacant properties, be they former industrial sites, abandoned houses, or
shuttered strip retail.”63 Municipalities could put these vacant properties and brownfields to
use as community solar sites.
A municipality that is promoting community solar should think about the program in
conjunction with its broader land use plans. Developing solar projects on brownfields in a
blighted neighborhood can bring multiple benefits to the community, including the potential
for new jobs (training workers to install solar), improved properties, and lower-cost electricity.
Moreover, a municipality might elect to make sites available at little or no cost to community
solar projects that serve lower-income populations to further reduce the cost of these
projects.
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Brownfields are not without their problems however. As explained by the American Planning
Association: “When considering solar projects on brownfields, one of the biggest potential
barriers to solar redevelopment is the fear of liability related to the presence, or potential
presence, of contamination.”64
Municipalities can reduce the risk of this source of liability by either determining the scope of
liability before the start of a project by hiring environmental consultants and lawyers to review
the site, or by providing help to developers of the property to understand and navigate this
form of liability.65 If developers are notified of these risks ahead of time, it will usually not
derail a project, as experienced developers can anticipate and manage these
risks.66 Additionally, many investors have “come to accept contamination or capped,
subsurface waste as nothing more than a condition that enables acceptable economics for
the development of a solar project.”67 Any such initiative would also be a tacit admission that
the brownfield would not be cleaned up for at least the 20 to 30 year lifetime of a typical solar
installation.
There are a variety of federal laws surrounding brownfields that may or may not apply
depending on the facts of the specific project. Depending on the condition of the site, the
Clean Air Act (“CAA”), the Clean Water Act (“CWA”), the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (“CERCLA” or “Superfund”), the Resource
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Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), and other environmental laws could affect the
project’s development. In order to be eligible for funding and certain defenses from liability,
a formal site-investigation known as an All Appropriate Inquiry (“AAI”) is often required.68 An
AAI begins with a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (“ESA”). An ESA involves “a review
of existing records for the site, interviews with current and former owners and occupants, and
a visual inspection using photographs and maps.”69
The good news is this relatively quick and inexpensive screening often does not find any
contamination, at which point the project can continue. However, in cases where a Phase I
ESA detects the possibility of contamination, the site investigators are required to initiate a
much more extensive Phase II ESA — including soil and water sampling — to determine the
specific nature and extent of the problem.70 It is important to note that unlike most potential
uses of brownfields, specialized panel mounting systems are available which allow for
ballasted solar installations that don’t require ground penetrations that might result in
exposure to contaminated soils.
Where a city-owned site is utilized for the project, and the city retains ownership of the land,
contractual arrangements with the project owner/operator can specify care for the site. A
baseline assessment combined with a post-decommissioning assessment can be used to
ascertain that the community solar project has not contributed to environmental degradation
of the site during the period of its use.
The EPA, through its RePowering America Program, has identified brownfield sites that are
usable for solar development.71 Started in 2008, Re-Powering America is an
initiative designed to support renewable energy development on brownfields.72 The program
has developed maps that identify brownfields, RCRA sites, Superfund sites, landfills, and
mine sites.73 “Re-Powering America also supports pilot projects, identifies state and federal
incentives, promotes success stories, conducts outreach, and provides information on
regulation and permitting compliance.”74
The Neighborhood Stabilization Program, created by the Housing and Economic Recovery
Act of 2008 and then continued under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009,
is another tool to identify and utilize eligible brownfield sites, whereby land banks acquire
foreclosed properties and open them for solar development.75
From a state standpoint, a project also has to obtain the necessary permits and satisfy local
zoning laws and regulations that are involved in any development project. Beyond
regulations, there may also be incentives for developing brownfield solar. For example, the
District of Columbia offers certain incentives for use of brownfields, and due to the lack of
greenfields in Washington, D.C. available for solar development, this can be a win-win for
both the city and potential solar project developers.76 Maryland’s Public Service Commission
has also identified brownfield community solar development as a key avenue to further
developing solar capabilities in Maryland.77
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Large brownfield sites may be scarce in a heavily populated area such as cities, while vacant
lots dispersed throughout a residential neighborhood may be more readily available and
appropriate for a community solar project. That being said, there are still traditional
brownfield sites that can be used for community solar projects.78
A particular type of brownfield site that may be of interest in densely populated areas are
highway rights-of-way (ROW). As the U.S. Department of Transportation notes in guidance
encouraging the use of these ROW for solar and other renewable energy projects. Highway
ROW renewable energy projects can:
•

Add value to ROW assets and create a revenue source for State DOTs to offset energy
demand and operating costs;

•
•

Reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) and other pollutant emissions;
Promote energy security by diversifying energy generation and delivery methods; and

•

Foster the creation of a local green job market that enhances the viability of the
Nation's renewable energy industry.79

While a highway department may elect to utilize the ROW for its own energy projects, the
land might also be made available to others through a lease.80 The highway department may
also be a potential purchaser of renewable energy credits generated by the project, or
perhaps a partner that takes a portion of the project output, helping to stabilize the revenue
stream to the project and benefitting the other beneficiaries of the project’s output, namely
lower-income customers.81
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POTENTIAL MODELS FOR PROJECT OWNERSHIP
STRUCTURES
As discussed above, there are three fundamental hurdles that must be surmounted to make a
project succeed: the availability of funds (capital and operating), expertise, and riskmanagement. If lower-income residents were to seek to establish their own LLC to own and
operate a project for their benefit, they would need to overcome all these hurdles. In
addition, a major challenge in these structures is fully utilizing the tax benefits and working
within government limits on the number of unaccredited investors if the project is to be
exempt within securities law.
A municipality can assist with varying degrees of involvement. For example, it is uniquely
qualified to guide the project on certain matters, such as assuring that the project site
accords with the local government preferred land use policies and objectives.
Below we consider several possible models, pointing to ways in which the municipality might
elect to be involved and the advantages or disadvantages of the models relative to one
another. Since this Handbook is intended to assist municipalities in their development of
community solar, including through the possible use of public funds to help reduce the
project costs, the discussion below focuses only on models that include a role for the
municipality, ranging from facilitator, to direct owner, to partner.82 Many other types of
structures, or variations on the structures suggested, are possible. Readers are encouraged
to consider case studies of operating projects for additional ideas suited to their needs.
Some of the available compilations include:
• Interstate Renewable Energy Council: Community Shared Solar: Diverse Approaches
for a Common Goal
http://www.irecusa.org/wp-content/uploads/Community-Shared-Solar-Handout-final-010913.pdf
• Shared Renewables HQ: Case Studies
http://www.sharedrenewables.org/coop-energy-resources/case-studies
• Environmental and Energy Study Institute: Community Solar Case Studies
http://www.eesi.org/obf/solar/casestudies
• Smart Electric Power Alliance: Community Solar Program Design Models
https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/11/f34/SEPA%20Community%20Solar%20Program%20Design%2
0Models_0.pdf
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Model 1: Municipality Owned
In this model, the municipality or another division of government owns and operates the
project. It designates the beneficiaries to whom the billing credits will flow and may structure
the project to include beneficiaries who are financially involved (e.g., making a small “pay-asyou-go” contribution each month to help reimburse the municipality for the cost of the
project) or financially passive (i.e., receiving only the credits with no payment required), or
both.
The municipality has control over any RECs generated by the project. It may allocate the RECs
toward meeting any commitments the municipality has made to reduce greenhouse gases by
retiring them. Alternatively, it may sell them to help pay for the project or supplement the
benefits distributed to residents. Note that if the municipality is the sole owner, it may not fit
the definition of a community solar project in all jurisdictions, and therefore, the availability of
community solar benefits for the project will need to be carefully explored.
MUNICIPALITY OWNED MODEL ADVANTAGES
A municipality can likely achieve the greatest scale while reaching the most
disadvantaged neighborhoods. By doing multiple projects, it can learn and improve
execution over time, and use the benefits of scale to develop relationships with
suppliers and the utility to assure that the beneficiaries served by the project are
receiving the highest degree of benefits possible, including placement of the projects in
areas that enhance the reliability of service to lower-income areas. It can determine
whether to develop its own management expertise to administer, maintain, and service
the projects, or to outsource the tasks that can be better managed by a private
enterprise or another governmental body.
Perhaps most importantly, ownership by the municipality or a division of the
government also may open funding opportunities not available elsewhere. For example,
municipal bonds might be used to finance the projects or, if ownership is vested in a
public housing authority, HUD funding many be available. The municipality can also
exercise control over siting by utilizing municipally owned sites, including those that
might be in secured areas where access by another owner might need to be restricted.

MUNICIPALITY OWNED MODEL DISADVANTAGES
The municipality bears the full cost and accepts all the risks of the project. As a taxexempt entity, it cannot utilize the tax benefits that effectively reduce the cost to a
private investor. (Partnerships that can overcome this disadvantage are discussed
below.) Unless the beneficiaries are asked to make a contribution to the program, for
example, in the form of a charge against the credits they receive or by taking a role in
the governance or maintenance of a project, they are passive participants and may
maintain a low level of awareness about the source of their green power.
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Model 2: Municipality-Facilitated, Beneficiary-Owned LLC
In this model, the beneficiaries organize to form an LLC (or other form of business
organization) and own the project. Although the municipality has no direct ownership interest
in the project, it could facilitate the project in one or more ways:
•

Provide grants for early stage development;

•

Develop a set of standardized agreements and legal guidance that can be used by an
LLC seeking to organize in the jurisdiction, covering for example, the formation and
governance of the LLC and guidance regarding zoning and tax issues;

•

Assist the project in securing loans or other sources of funding, for example, by
allocating LIHEAP funds to the project or establishing a green bank that has a specific
mandate to lend to beneficiary-owned LLCs that are developing community solar;

•

Provide a site at a low- or no-cost, for example on a brownfield, the roof of a public
building, or other municipality owned property;

•

Provide loan guarantees;

•

Provide low- or no-cost experts to help guide the LLC in management of the project;

•

Help establish buying cooperatives to reduce the cost of purchasing panels and
installation services; and

•

Establish and maintain a directory of service providers or hold periodic trade shows at
which companies offering necessary services are invited to present their offerings

MUNI-FACILITATED, BENEFICIARY OWNED ADVANTAGES
A beneficiary-owned LLC would likely attract people who are highly motivated and
it would serve as a vehicle to empower and educate the participants. Contributions
by the municipality reduce the cost to the LLC and therefore inherently reduce the
amount of risk that remains with the LLC, potentially making it viable for
beneficiaries who are capable of making a significant commitment of effort and
some financial commitment, and absorbing the reduced risk of this subsidized
project (that is, the risk that the payback on their investment will be extended or that
the benefits in any given month will be less than the costs).
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MUNI-FACILITATED, BENEFICIARY OWNED DISADVANTAGES
Depending on the level of municipality participation, this model could potentially
impose a substantial cost on the municipality, as there are no other participants with
whom to share costs or risks, other than the beneficiaries. Further, the beneficiaries
may be unable to utilize the tax credits, which effectively increases the project cost
(as compared to one where the tax credits are utilized).
Because the beneficiaries are directly engaged as members of the LLC, exiting the
program requires transfer of the LLC membership (or redistribution of the shares to
the other members), so there is less flexibility in entering and exiting the program
than in some of the other models in which the beneficiary can simply transfer his or
her subscription. In addition, although some measures, such as the loan guarantee,
absorb part of the downside risk, the beneficiaries (through the LLC) retain the risk
that the project will not produce net benefits.

Model 3: Outside Investor83
A municipality might seek to outsource development and ownership of community solar
projects, for example, to the local utility (if permitted under its regulatory structure), a forprofit entity like a commercial solar company, or a non-profit community group such as a
church or community organization. Under this structure, that entity (called here the
“Community Investor”) would own the project and be responsible for the costs and risks. The
municipality would specify the support it will provide and likely solicit bids from third parties
to undertake the Community Investor role. As in the municipality owned model, the
Community Investor should be required to distribute net metering credits to the
beneficiaries, but beneficiaries could be either financially involved, financially passive, or a
mix of both.
A for-profit Community Investor would require compensation, i.e., a share of the project
revenues or direct compensation from the municipality, but there are examples of non-profit
entities undertaking all the responsibilities for developing, owning, and operating solar
projects for the benefit of low-income beneficiaries, including the costs and risks. To make
the project meet the definition of a “community solar” project, there may need to be two or
more owners. Ideally, the Community Investor (which could be an LLC made up of two or
more entities) would include an owner with a “tax appetite” that could take advantage of the
30 percent tax credit provided by the federal government. The Community Investor will
invest all the capital required for setting up the project.
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The municipality could still provide some of the types of support that it would provide to a
Beneficiary-Owned LLC. Broad support might be particularly important if the Community
Investor is relatively inexperienced, such as a community group. A for-profit Community
Investor, however, should be selected for the expertise it will bring to the project, so in that
case, the municipality’s support could and should be more limited, for example, to providing
a suitable site or assisting with access to low-cost capital (i.e., through a green bank) or grant
funding.
OUTSIDE INVESTOR ADVANTAGES
The municipality’s role is defined by the municipality and strictly limited to the
specific supports, costs, and risks that the municipality accepts. All other risks are
undertaken by the Community Investor. The project could be structured to utilize
the tax benefits, effectively reducing the cost of the project.

OUTSIDE INVESTOR DISADVANTAGES
Like the Beneficiary-Owned LLC, the municipality lacks direct control over where
this project is sited, its costs, and who it serves, except to the extent required by
contract or as conditions to any aid provided by the municipality. Because a forprofit Community Investor will require a return commensurate with its investment in
the project, the benefits of the project will need to be shared with the Community
Investor. Unless the Community Investor is experienced in these projects, which
may be less likely if the Community Investor is a non-profit, its need for support and
the risk the project will fail during the development phase is potentially greater than
in a model utilizing an experienced commercial developer or a municipalownership model through which the municipality has built expertise.

Model 4: Shared-Ownership (Without Municipality)

A variation on the model above might include shared ownership with the beneficiaries. In this
project structure, the project will be owned by an entity formed by the Community Investor
and beneficiaries (which would require a higher degree of involvement by the beneficiaries
than simply subscribing to a project that is owned and operated by the Community Investor.)
In this structure, the beneficiaries are more involved and thus also gain educational value as
well as the economic benefits of participation. The management provided by the Community
Investor should help the residents navigate through commercial and operating issues. The
Community Investor can enter into an agreement with the beneficiaries allowing it to recoup
its investment over a fixed period of time through the revenues generated by the project.
After the Community Investor has secured the necessary returns, it could then transfer full
ownership of the project to the beneficiaries.
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The beneficiaries would get a chance to train and learn with the management of the
Community Investor. When the project is transferred to the beneficiaries, they will have
complete control of all the economic benefits generated from the project.

ADVANTAGES
SHARED-OWNERSHIP WITHOUT MUNI MODEL
The advantages and disadvantages are similar to the model above, with the
added advantage of a greater degree of education and engagement of the
beneficiaries. However, as in the Beneficiary-Owned model, the ability of the
beneficiaries to exit the project and be replaced by new beneficiaries is more
difficult, as their interest in the LLC would need to be transferred.

Model 5: Public-Private Partnership (with Municipality)
The fifth model is one in which the municipality partners with a commercial solar company or
the local utility to develop one or more projects. Under this model, the municipality has
shared control, and therefore can bring all or most of the benefits it would to a municipality
owned project, such as low-cost funding or grants that might not be available to a nongovernmental agency. However, it has the advantage of an experienced partner and
preferably one with a tax appetite that will help reduce the effective cost of the project if
properly structured. The municipality may also be able to provide suitable sites.
By leveraging the municipality’s resources, the costs and the risks of this project are reduced.
Therefore, it would be reasonable for the municipality to request that the solar company take
on all the remaining risk. The experience of the solar company in markets and operations
make it better suited to manage these risks. To the extent that Beneficiaries are asked to
make a “pay-as-you-go” contribution, the risks incurred by the solar company might include a
guarantee to the Beneficiaries that they will never be required to make a payment in excess
of the benefits received, thus assuring the Beneficiaries of a risk-free opportunity to secure
solar energy to offset their electric bills.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (W/MUNI) ADVANTAGES
Utilizes the strengths of the municipality and the private sector to produce a
superior project. The municipality’s active involvement assures the project remains
focused on the public purpose it is expected to serve. The involvement of the solar
company reduces the investment that the municipality must make.
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (W/MUNI) DISADVANTAGES
Since the solar company will require a return commensurate with its investment in
the project, the benefits of the project will need to be shared with the solar
company.

CONCLUSION
There are no simple, one-size-fits-all, models for a successful community solar project.
However, a municipality can be a catalyst and hub for development of the necessary
expertise, and it has opportunities to help reduce project costs and risks that can open the
door for successful projects.
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APPENDICES
Tax Incentives
Federal tax policies have been a primary driver for solar’s remarkable recent growth. The two,
key tax policies for solar are the 5-year Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS)
and the 30 percent Investment Tax Credit (ITC) under Section 48 of the Internal Revenue
Code for commercial systems and Section 25D of the Internal Revenue Code for residential
systems.

Federal Investment Tax Credit (ITC)

The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58) established a 30 percent ITC for both commercial
and residential solar systems for one year. It was subsequently extended for an additional
year before Congress passed an eight-year extension as part of the Emergency Economic
Stabilization Act of 2008 (P.L. 110-347).
In December 2015, Congress voted to approve a multi-year extension of the federal
Investment Tax Credit (ITC). While this extension provided a tremendous boost to the solar
industry, which feared the 2008 ITC would expire in 2016, the legislation does gradually
decrease the value of the ITC over time. The specifics for the commercial ITC (Section 48) are
as follows:
• Projects that commence construction before the end of 2019 receive the full 30
percent ITC
• Projects that commence construction before the end of 2020 receive a 26 percent ITC
• Projects that commence construction before the end of 2021 and are placed in
service before 2023 receive a 22 percent ITC
• Projects that commence construction before the end of 2021 and are placed in
service after 2023 receive a 10 percent ITC
Projects that qualify for the residential ITC (Section 25D) are on the same schedule except
they don't qualify for the “commence construction” clause. Instead, they must begin
generating electricity by 2019 to get the 30 percent credit, by 2020 to get the 26 percent
credit, and by 2021 to get the 22 percent credit. The residential credit ends after 2021.

Using the ITC for Community Solar
There is some uncertainty regarding whether and how the ITC can be applied as an offset for
a community solar project.
Generally, Section 25D of the U.S. tax code allows for a homeowner to claim 30 percent of
qualified expenditure on a solar project as a tax credit and Section 25D is considered more
flexible in its application than the parallel Section 48 provisions.
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In a private letter ruling released in September 2015, the IRS agreed that a taxpayer who
invested in a community solar project could claim this credit, which by its terms applies to
electricity used in the taxpayer’s residence.84
While a private letter ruling is only applicable to the taxpayer to whom it is issued and under
the specific facts set forth in the request, the letter reveals the IRS’ thinking about the
appropriate application of Section 25D.

Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-514) created the Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery
System (MACRS), which determines the depreciation schedule for many property
investments including solar generation assets.
Under MACRS solar generation assets are classified as a five-year property. This accelerated
depreciation schedule can be extremely beneficial to certain solar projects and in some cases
is as valuable an incentive as the ITC.
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Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP)
There are possible barriers to using LIHEAP funds for low-income community solar, which
include the following:

LIHEAP funds must primarily be used for “immediate” home energy needs
Under LIHEAP, the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) has authority to make
grants to states to “assist low-income households primarily in meeting their immediate home
energy needs.” Because LIHEAP funds have traditionally been used to pay for once-annual
energy bills during a cold or hot spell, or to pay for an energy bill in an emergency situation,
a payment for solar electricity years in advance may conflict with the statute. However,
because states need only expend funds “primarily” on home energy needs, it may not be
unreasonable to use the funds for community solar.

LIHEAP funds can only be used for “home energy,” defined as “heating and
cooling”
The term “home energy” is defined as “a source of heating or cooling in residential
dwellings.” To be sure, electricity generated by a community solar project is not necessarily
used only for heating and cooling. The definition of “home energy” could preclude the use of
solar electricity for purposes other than heating and cooling. However, there is some
suggestion that the purpose of home energy costs is less relevant because the term “heating
and cooling” was removed from part of the statute in a 1994 amendment.85

LIHEAP funds cannot be used for certain types of construction
Section 8628 prohibits spending LIHEAP funds on “the purchase or improvement of land, or
the purchase, construction, or permanent improvement (other than low-cost residential
weatherization or other energy-related home repairs) of any building or other facility.” This
construction provision is possibly the most limiting factor on the ability to use LIHEAP funds
for community solar because a solar array may be considered an improvement to land (e.g., a
ground-mounted system) or a permanent improvement to a building or facility (e.g., a roofmounted system). However, if the array is considered “other energy-related home repairs,”
LIHEAP funds may be used, but as discussed below, the term is ambiguous.
Further justification for using LIHEAP funds for low-income community solar, despite the
construction provision, come from a 2005 addition to the program allowing for renewable
fuels to be paid for with LIHEAP funds. However, the term “renewable fuels” is also
ambiguous. Based on a reference to biomass, it is possible that this provision only applies to
tangible fuels, like wood. However, given the ambiguity of the language, this section could
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be interpreted to mean that funds can be used to pre-pay for solar electricity generated from
a community solar facility, for example, in the form of a power purchase agreement (PPA).

Possible constraints on using LIHEAP funds for low-income community solar
LIHEAP specifies that not more than 15 percent of funds be used for “low-cost residential
weatherization or other energy-related home repair.” This can be increased to 25 percent if
the state obtains a waiver from HHS. Because the term “other energy-related home repair” is
ambiguous, it is possible that community solar could be construed as applicable under this
provision. Referring to weatherization, Congress has recognized that “long-term benefits can
accrue” even if “investments involve higher initial cost than LIHEAP payment benefit levels.”
As such, a case could be made that spending up to 25 percent of LIHEAP funds on
community solar supports Congress’ policy choice.
Although LIHEAP funds can be used by program administrators for administrative costs, the
upper limit is 10 percent of LIHEAP funding. Therefore, entities wishing to advance lowincome community solar can use part of LIHEAP funds to pay to administer and even market
the program, but they are limited to 10 percent of total funds.
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